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EDITORIAL
You’ll find Part 2 of Ian Sheldon’s very informative article on LED lighting on

August already!

page 4 and I hope, as for me, it will raise the ‘veil of mystery’ regarding the
use of such lights. I will certainly be using his article as a reference in the

Where is the year going?

very near future! If, by any chance, you missed Part 1, July’s edition of the
Newsletter can be downloaded from the Club’s web site (see ‘Club Contacts

Time to get the barbecue out of ‘mothballs’, spend some time outdoors and,

and Web Addresses on page 12). I am also archiving both parts of the article

traditionally, put our modelling projects on hold for a month or two. It’s

as one document and it will be available on request……free!

summer! You know…..the time of year when the rain is at its warmest!
Hopefully this summer will be somewhat drier than the last few years …..

Dave Mann, a new contributor, has been kind enough to share his hobby

and a little sunnier!

with us and you can read about his ‘Peak Forest in a Cellar’ on page 10 with
more to follow in September’s issue……he sent me more photos and text

It’s also a time for getting ‘out and about’, holidays, days out, visiting places

than I could fit into this issue!!

of interest. We have a (regular) readership of around 350 with many more
accessing this Newsletter on-line and receiving copies through friends.

It looks as though I’m going to have to plan for a few extra pages next

That’s an awful lot of potential ‘reporters’! Reporters who could take a few

month!!

photos and write a few notes of places they have visited that may be of
interest to fellow railway modellers and/or those interested in railways in

And finally, we have a plea for help all the way from Australia. You’ll find it in

general.

the ‘Over to You’ column on page 12 ……if you can help, please do.
This year I had hoped to be able to put together a ‘Summer Special’ of
That’s it for another month.

places to visit…….with your help, maybe next year?

Time to dust off the barbecue, bring the garden furniture out of the shed,

And speaking of ‘places to visit’, Dominic Emery has been on his travels

stock up the beer fridge and look forward to a long, hot summer.

again! This time he’s been lucky enough to visit Colorado and you can read
about his travels starting in the next issue of this Newsletter …….. No!

I wish!

That’s not a green tinge of envy you can detect. Not much! It just happens to
be a state I’ve wanted to tour for many years (for its narrow and standard

It’s more like time to start turning those blank pages following September’s

gauge railways and outstanding scenery) and he’s ‘jumped the gun’!! I guess

cover page into another Newsletter …….. come to think of it, I need to put

I’m going to have to do some serious saving!

something on the cover page!
‘Wolfe Lowe’, a layout featured in previous issues, has also been on its
Hope you have a great summer. Don’t forget the suntan lotion.

travels ….. this time to Perth (Scotland - not Australia!!) and you can read all
about it in next month’s Newsletter. You may remember that ‘Purgatory

See you in September.

Peak’ made the same journey a couple of years ago, but that’s another
story. There have been a few changes since then!

And so to this issue.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
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HOW DO THEY DO THAT?

from various angles. On the other hand, the clear versions are often
brighter, and can have a more pronounced difference between on and off
conditions.

LEDs FOR RAILWAY MODELLING - Part 2
Ian Sheldon

Other useful types of LED are Bi-Coloured and Tri-Coloured LEDs. These
have two colours of LED, usually Red and Green, in a single package

Shapes and Styles of LED

(always clear).These can, for example, be useful to show the position of
turnouts on a control panel. Some Bi-Colour LEDs have just two wires. In

I have already mentioned the traditional LED design, but some suppliers

this case, the two LEDs are connected back-to-back, so when they are
connected in one direction they show one colour, and a different colour

Photo 6

when connected in the opposite direction. Another version is often called Tricolour, although this is something of a misnomer, since they contain just a
red and green LED. These usually have three wires, one for each colour,
plus one common terminal which is shared by both. Powering one LED will
show a Red indication, powering the other will show Green, while powering
both together will produce Yellow. However, the yellow colour is far less
distinctive than a conventional Yellow LED, resulting in rather poor
discrimination between the three colours. Using these Tri-Colour versions to
only indicate two colours is more successful and the wiring can be simpler
than for the two wire variety. Note that versions are available with common
positive or common negative connections. RGB (Red, Green, Blue) LEDs
have recently been introduced.

A conventional shape LED can be fitted to a control panel simply by pushing
it through a suitable sized hole. For more secure mounting, small plastic

Photo 9

offer what are sometimes called “Lighthouse” LEDs, shown here (photo 6).
These are slightly smaller than the common type, with a plain cylindrical
end, and can be useful for loco headlights, taillights etc. Another useful type
for this application is a rectangular shaped block, with a domed lens

clips are available (photo 9). One part pushes through the panel from the
front, the LED is pushed into the clip, then the second part is pushed on

Photo 7

from the back, holding everything securely.
protruding. These are available with conventional leads (photo7) or with
Wiring Multiple LEDs

axial leads (photo8)

In the previous article I showed how to connect an LED in series with a

It is also worth pointing out

resistor, to limit the current to a safe value. But what happens if we have

that LEDs are available in

several LEDs which we want to power, such as to illuminate the buildings on

“diffuse” and

a layout? We can of course connect a resistor in series with each, and

“clear” (sometimes called

connect them all in parallel to the power supply (photo10). Note that, in this

“water clear”) packages.

case, the total current from the power supply will be 5 times the current

The diffuse versions are a

through each individual LED, so perhaps 100 mA.

self-coloured plastic

Photo 8

and can be seen well
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small piece of copper-clad PCB, with an insulating gap, as used for

volts across the resistor. So R =4/0.02 = 200 ohms. The number of LEDs we
can connect this way depends on the LED voltage and the power supply
voltage – we need to leave a few volts across the resistor to ensure a stable
operating current. Used in this way, the total current from the power supply
is just 20mA, a more efficient configuration.

When using multiple LEDs in this way, the order of the LEDs and resistor is
not important – the resistor could be between the LEDs and the 12v supply
(as shown), at the 0 volt end, or even in the middle. The important point is

Photo 10

that all the LEDs must be the correct way around. They should also be
similar types, or their brightness will be different

If each building has only one light, then this might be the easiest solution.

What is not recommended is to connect the LEDs in parallel with a single

But if a building includes several lights, instead of using a separate resistor

resistor, like photo 12. It makes it impossible to correctly set the current

for every LED, several LEDs can be connected in series, with one resistor
to 3 or 4 LEDs. This example (photo11) shows 4 red LEDs, again operating

through each LED.

Photo 12

If you want to include a switch to control the lights, this also can be
connected to either the positive or negative supply.

White LEDs

The red, green, yellow and blue LEDs produce very pure, strong colours. So
called “white” LEDs, however, work in a rather different way, and produce a
mixture of coloured light which is described as white, but has a rather
different character to that from a light bulb. In many model applications this
is relatively unimportant, but should be considered. There is a huge variety
of White LEDs on the market, giving very different results. Most give a light
which has a rather greenish or bluish cast. For modelling the modern era,
these can give a good representation of fluorescent lighting. For older
periods, when we want to represent incandescent lamps, or even gas
lamps, it is better to choose LEDs sold as "warm white", which give a better
representation of incandescent light, but even these are very variable. You
may need to try several different sources to find one you like.

SMD LEDs

The final type of LED which I want to mention is the SMD or Surface Mount

Photo 11

Device. These are designed for machine soldering for electronic equipment
manufacture, but it is possible - carefully - to hand solder them. Why bother?
on 12 volts. Using Ohm's Law as before, in this case we have 4 LEDs,

Well, in addition to low cost, these SMD devices can be extremely small,

each with a forward voltage of 2 volts, so a total of 8 volts. This leaves 4

as shown in photo 13. And yes, that’s a metric rule! They can be
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Power supply

Photo 13

There are various ways that the LEDs can be powered. A 9 volt battery will
power several LEDs for several hours, but you might prefer a mains power
supply. An old train controller is perfectly suitable, so long as you use the
DC output not the 16v AC accessory output. Even a simple Hornby
controller from a train set would be fine.

The LED strips require a more substantial power supply, up to 5 amps or
more for the very bright types. Again, look carefully at the supplier’s
information.

Power supplies are sold by suppliers such as Maplin, but these can be quite
expensive. You might have an unwanted power supply from an old laptop
mounted on a PCB track. Alternatively, thin wires can be soldered directly to

PC that could be used. These can deliver quite a large amount of power, but

the package.

check carefully the supply voltage and polarity.

Because of their very small size, these SMD LEDs are ideal for mounting

Suppliers

unobtrusively inside buildings. They can be extremely bright, so it’s
worthwhile experimenting with different resistor values. If you really want to

There are very many sources of LEDs, but I will give just a small selection to

keep things small, SMD resistors are also available

give you a starting point. All Components (‘www.allcomponentsltd.co.uk')
and Direct Train Spares (‘www.directtrainspares-burnley.co.uk') advertise in

The SMD LEDs are often sold as strip or tape lights. These consist of

some of the model mags, and attend some of the bigger exhibitions. They

multiple LEDs with resistors and copper connecting strip on a plastic strip, in

have a good choice of LEDs and accessories aimed at railway modellers.
Maplin (‘www.maplin.co.uk') have shops throughout the country (although
not in Macclesfield or Leek!) as well as a good internet shop. They stock a

Photo 14

good range of LEDs as well as other components. Finally, RS Components
(‘www.uk.rs-online.com') and CPC Farnell (‘www.cpc-farnell.com') are
suppliers to the electronics industry. Both have a huge range of
components, but frankly, the choice is bewildering, which make it difficult to
find what you need.

I hope this explanation has been of some use, and might encourage you to
add some lighting to your railway.

Editor’s note

As ever, you can simply ‘click’ on the red links above to access the
suppliers’ web sites.

Many thanks for this series, Ian. Like me, I am sure that some readers have
thought the installation of LEDs as something of a ‘black art’. We now know
that it’s not!
lengths of several metres (Photo 14). These strips are ideal for providing

Look out for features in future editions showing buildings fitted with lighting.

layout lighting – as Steve Nixon has done for “Sutton Hilltop”, MMRG’s ’00’

The jetty, for example, in May and June’s editions was fitted with 12v ‘grain

layout. If required, the tapes can be cut every 3 LEDs (roughly every 5 cm or

of wheat’ incandescent lights - the building it serves will be fitted with both

less for some types) so they can be cut to the length you need. The tapes

12v (exterior - to match the jetty) and LED (interior) lighting.

are marked where you can cut them, but the marking varies, so check the
details with the supplier. These strips are designed for a specific operating

If you have any questions you would like to ask regarding LED lights then

voltage, usually 12 volts, but other types are available. White strips are the

please ask! Simply e-mail your question(s) to the Newsletter and we will do

most common, but coloured ones are also available. Again, it’s worth buying

our best to answer them.

Warm White versions. If you want your layout to look like a 1970s disco,
then RGB colour changing strips are also available! (You should dress
the part, too, though! Break out the white flares - image and all that! Ed)
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A MODELLING CHALLENGE (OR TWO!)
Alek Adamski

……. and you thought your clearances were a bit tight!
Always check your loading gauge.

Railways can be found in all parts of the world … on plains, in valleys, on
mountains, under the sea.

Hang on…….. Under the sea?

Well, maybe not complete railways……more like bits of them.

This poor loco, in the photo above, was part of the deck cargo of a
wartime sunken wreck.

How to go about boosting the share value of ‘Preisser Figures’?

Take up modelling Indian railways!

Who’d want to be a ticket inspector on this train!!
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HOW DO THEY DO THAT?
Once the track is ‘cleaned’ it is advisable to lightly give the rail heads a ‘once
over’ with a lint free cloth or an E Cloth. Those black track marks you will

KEEPING YOUR RAILS CLEAN

see on your duster are the residue left behind by the rubber! I did say they

Mike Hebblethwaite

contain abrasives!

Perhaps one of the most often asked questions, especially at shows, is,

Fibre glass ‘pencils’

“How do you keep your rails clean?” It’s a question that has also arisen
more than a few times from amongst our readership and, though I’ve

These cleaners look like and are

answered every enquiry individually, I thought it about time for a simple

operated in much the same way as

article to give some pointers ………

a propelling pencil. They are simply
loaded with a ‘tube’ of glass fibre

What causes ‘dirty’ track in the first place?

strands in place of pencil lead. The
‘core’ diameter can vary

Dirty track is caused by all kinds of different conditions ….
1)

over lubrication of locos and stock. Any ‘overflow’ lays oil onto the track

2)

general dust (whether household or ‘man cave’) which settles on the

enormously from around 10mm
down to 2-3mm. Generally speaking, a standard 10mm core should be more
than adequate for most modellers’ needs.

track. It then combines with any grease or oil. Attics, lofts and cellars
can be particularly dusty.
3)

These fibre pens, sometimes called scratch brushes, are used in exactly the

grease from loco and stock wheels that have not been cleaned for

same way as track rubbers though, of course, only one rail can be cleaned

some time (I’m guilty as charged, your Honour!)
4)

at a time! Great care should be taken when cleaning point blades with

grease from fingers! Even the smallest amount can be spread a

minimal pressure applied. The blades are easily twisted, particularly as they

surprisingly long way
5)

narrow, and can be difficult to correct. They are also easily broken.

moisture can combine with dust, grease and oil to form a particularly
gooey film on rails which is also readily transferred to passing wheels!

As with track rubbers, these fibre glass pens are abrasive and will,

Moisture will also cause steel rails to rust!

themselves, leave residual deposits on the rails. Again, a lint free duster or

All forms of ‘muck’ on the track can be easily removed and there are a

an E cloth will easily clear this up.

number of different ways this can be done ……..
There are a multitude of manufacturers and suppliers. A quick ‘Google’
Track rubbers

search for ‘fibre glass cleaning
pens’ or ‘fibre scratch brushes’ will

Track rubbers look much like many a standard eraser. They feel hard to the

provide you with more than

touch and, unlike erasers, are largely inflexible. They also have a much

enough choices. If you do buy one

rougher surface and this is because the compound they are made from

of these pens, make sure that

contains abrasives.

refills are readily and easily
available.

They are quick and efficient at restoring the shine to the rail tops if used
correctly. Simply lay the rubber across both rails of your track and ‘wipe’

Fine sandpaper

along the surface gently and with minimal pressure. Repeat until your rail
tops shine ‘like new’.

Yes! You read that right. Sandpaper! Well, maybe not sandpaper ….. emery
paper is what you actually need.

Why both rails at the same time? The rubber can only touch both rail tops
and nothing in between. If you clean each rail individually you run the risk of

Now, before you go running off to the toolshed, make sure that it is very fine

damaging any ballast or details (such as level crossings, etc) you have

(somewhere between 50 and 100 microns - grit size 80 to 120) because you

added between the rails. Points are also less liable to damage. Do not be

are going to be using a pure abrasive and you don’t want to be down to the

tempted to clean point blades separately! They are easily damaged and

sleepers in no time flat! Don’t use too much pressure either!

expensive to replace.
Emery paper is ideal for recovering seriously fouled up track, particularly if it
Several manufacturers,

has not been used for a long time. It will remove rust from the running

such as Peco,

surfaces of steel rails and all ‘dried on’ and encrusted deposits. You will find

Gaugemaster and

that the emery paper ‘clogs up’ quite quickly and becomes less efficient so

Hornby produce track

check that you have enough for the job in hand. Make sure the paper is

rubbers and there are a

firmly wrapped round a block of some kind and use in the same way as a

host of choices via
the internet.

track rubber.
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pressure. This method
As ever, give the track a final clean with a lint free cloth or an E cloth ………

mimics the track

there will be quite a bit of residual ‘dust’ created!

rubber.

It is not recommended that you use emery paper on a regular basis, but it is
a great tool for bringing old track ‘back to life’.

If your rails are in a
poor state and very

Lighter fuel

dirty, track cleaning wagons will not be able to cope. However, they can be
used very efficiently to maintain clean track. For those with a large layout or

Yep! Lighter fuel can be used to clean your track and is ideal for removing oil

a layout that has tunnels that are hard to reach inside, a track cleaning

and grease deposits. That’ll be the kind of lighter fuel used in old

wagon or two could prove to be a useful investment.

‘Zippo’ (petrol) lighters……. not the Butane gas type!!

Simply put a little on a lint free cloth (or E cloth) and wipe along the rail
heads. You’ll be surprised at the amount of muck that is removed, even from
relatively ‘clean’ rails!

However, you will need to clean your rails in sections. Lighter fuel
evaporates quickly and will, itself, leave a greasy residue on your rails. This
can easily be removed by quickly following on with a clean, dry cloth.

If you are using lighter fuel please ensure that the area is well ventilated, all
sources of heat are turned off or extinguished and DO NOT SMOKE!

Lighter fuel can also affect some paints (it is a solvent!) and plastics, so use
sparingly and take care to apply it to the rail heads only.

Keeping your rails clean

There is no better way to keep your rails clean than by regularly operating
your layout (once a week is the ideal minimum), that is, of course, provided
the wheels on your locos and rolling stock are clean! Take a good look at
your rolling stock. If the wheels look as though they’re fitted with traction
tyres you’d better earmark a cleaning session …. and soon! There is little
point removing all that gunk from your rails to then put it back with dirty
wheels!

Track cleaning wagons

Dapol (same available from Hattons with their own paint scheme) produces
a motorised track cleaning car in ’00’ that not only cleans the rails but also
There are several

‘hoovers’ up the dust! Tomix produce a very similar item in ’N’.

manufacturers who
make track

Better running tip

cleaning wagons
and, by and large,

Now that you’ve got nice clean rails, try this.

most use similar
methods. Usually

Take one very soft (2/3B) artist’s or carpenter’s pencil and run it along a

the wagon contains

short section of track (both rails!) that is a busy point on your layout. Now

a small tank which you charge with ‘track cleaning fluid’ (usually a mild

run your trains and they will pick up and spread the graphite to all parts of

solvent) which is then fed to a felt pad that rests on the top of the rails. As

your layout.

the wagon is run around the layout it cleans the rails in a very similar
manner to the lighter fuel on cloth method.

Why would you want to do this? Graphite is an excellent conductor of
electricity!

Some manufacturers simply suspend slightly abrasive pads beneath the
wagon relying on the weight of the wagon to provide enough downward
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If you have any useful tips, please let us know - Ed

‘PEAK FOREST’ IN A CELLAR
(Part 1)
Dave Mann

class 30 & Midland (Western) Pullman (both modified), Ks kits Garret, 8F &
Kirtley 2F, Kitmaster 9F & Deltic, and modern Bachmann & Hornby. All of

the early stock dates from model railways I've had over the years and can't
bring myself to dispose of. To enable interchangeability all the stock was
fitted with Kadee couplings 5 years ago and I wished I'd done it sooner.

It is Peak Forest 1948/68 in OO and is very much a work in progress. The
Fell diesel is an A1 kit I built 30 years ago and needs finishing - window
glazing - like a lot of the railway. The ICI hopper wagons are Uncommon Kits
which I really enjoyed building (had to have those in Peak Forest!!). When I

Many thanks, David, for sharing your hobby with us. Like most railway

started it 10 years ago I'd no idea of the variety of motive power which

modellers, you are not alone in having a layout that is a ‘work in progress’! It

passed through, being a convenient test route, Derby-Chinley-Derby. My
motive power is almost as varied with Hornby Dublo 8F & Co-Bo, Triang

must be great to have the space available to run ‘scale length’ trains. Ed
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PENNY PROJECT
A Simple Lineside Building
Mike Hebblethwaite
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THE MODEL

Photo 3 shows how all the ‘flaps’ on the building should be folded and it is
PHOTO 3

The challenge was to design a simple ‘kit’ that younger modellers could add
to their train set and at minimal cost. The result is a small ‘kit’ for a line side/
coalyard/allotment building needing very few ‘ingredients’ to build….. an A4
sheet of white card, a few felt tip pens, scissors, glue and a small piece of
see through cellophane food wrapper. That’s it. No special tools, no
expensive materials and only basic skills required.

best to add the window and door to the inside of the building at this stage.
They should sit squarely in the cutouts made for them. The window should
also be ‘glazed’ at this stage, if you are opting to do so.

PHOTO 4

PHOTO 1

OK. It’s never going to win any prizes as a model, but it is relatively easy
and fun to build …… and it only took an hour and a half from print out to
completion. It took nearly as long to get the glue off my fingers!
Next, turn the card over and add the window and doorframe to the outside

As you can see from the previous two pages, there are two versions of the

of the building

‘kit’. There is a plain copy that the modeller can colour for him/herself and a

PHOTO 5

colour copy intended, essentially, to identify the various parts for the ‘kit’.
Having said that, I built the ‘colour’
version and, as the inks in my printer

PHOTO 2

are water soluble, I was able to ‘tone
down’ the colours using a damp, rather
than wet, paint brush.

Building the model

The first job to do is to cut out and
prepare all the various parts. Photo 2
shows how the parts have been cut out
and openings made ready for the
as in photo 4. Once these are in place, the building can

window and door. Care should be

be folded into an oblong with ‘flap’ 1 glued to the inside

taken at this stage, but if a mishap

of the appropriate wall. Make sure everything lines up

does occur all is not lost. Simply print

unless you want a ‘wonky’ building! (see photo 5)

off another copy!

Next. Fold up ‘flaps’ 2 to 4 and glue the structure to its

Score lightly along any fold lines and

base taking care that it is square and, once the glue has

make sure that all the ‘flaps’ can be
folded.
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set, fold down ‘flaps’ 6 - 11. Make sure that ‘flaps’ 8 and 10 lie under the
PHOTO 8

PHOTO 6

other four ‘flaps’ as in photo 6. This is important as 6,7,9 and 10 are the
main supports for the roof. Once folded along its longest centre line, the
roof can be glued in place as in photo 7.
PHOTO 9

PHOTO 7

One part left to go and it is up to you whether or not you fit it. It’s the

the building’s overall appearance. It would also have been a good idea to fit

chimney and it’s quite fiddly but the principal of putting it together is the

the roof battens before I put the camera away!

same as for the main part of the building. If you do opt to fit it, you may find
that you need a couple of attempts to get it right, but the end result is well

As a ‘kit’, it’s very easy to adapt ……. a change of roof (maybe less

worth it.

overhang at the gable ends?), an extra window, ‘flip’ the page to reverse
the image, move the chimney and there is the potential to have several of

There is no fixed place to fit the chimney but remember to leave room for

these little buildings dotted around a layout without them all looking too

the door to open …… for every chimney there is a fireplace!! Where ever

much the same.

you opt to place the chimney, you will need to cut an appropriate ‘slot’ in the
roof panel (photos 8 & 9).

If you do decide to build one of these for a Thomas the Tank Engine
enthusiast or simply as a scene filler in the corner of a layout, please take a

The addition of a chimney pot wouldn’t go amiss and a bit of attention
with the aid of a black felt tip pen under the eaves would also help with

photo or two and let’s see where the little blighters end up!
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CAN YOU HELP THE ‘PENNY PROJECT’?

OVER TO YOU

We have, amongst our readership, several younger model railway enthusiasts

Dear Editor,

(and yet more who access the Club’s website) whose budgets often cannot
Thank you so much for your Newsletters.

stretch to buying commercially available kits and that is why the idea of the
‘Penny Project’ could be of such great help to them. There can be no greater

Can any one please help me out there?

‘killer’ of interest in model railways that watching trains running round a
featureless layout and that is where the bulk of our readership may be able to

I am looking for a plan for an up and over layout I saw on ‘Youtube’

help.

a few years back. It was narrated by Brian Simmes (not sure if that
As you’ve seen from this first ‘Penny Project’, I’m no great shakes at technical

is spelt correctly) and it showed an N gauge layout being put

drawing, nor do I have drawing facilities on my computer (CADCAM and the

together with simple tools and construction. I would like to find this

like). All I have at my disposal are sheets of A4 paper, rulers, pencils and a few

again and do it in OO but, for the life of me, I can’t find that story

felt tip pens…….and a scanner. Without the latter I could not have created the

:(

file to put the drawing into this document! As far as creating ‘kits’ is concerned, I
have much to learn! This first venture is certainly no masterpiece, but it’s a start

If any one has the plan or a link to that video, I would love to get

and, I hope, proves useful to some of our readers.

hold of it again as this is the layout I want to build.

It is very simple, requires basic skills to make, needs no ‘special tools’ and

It was a double figure 8 with a branch line and a fiddle yard and

costs but a few pence to make…… well within the limits of ‘pocket money

ran from 2 transformers. I believe, however, with DCC it would be

budgets’.

great and simpler to control. It also showed how the scenery was
done and how to cut the base board and make the frame work as

Maybe you could help this project to grow.

well .

Could you design a simple building kit? Maybe a small house? How about a

Thanks to all in advance

small workshop? A garage with a forecourt? A shop? A farm house and barn?
Richard in Australia
Maybe your interests take you toward civil engineering. Could you design a
plate girder bridge? a road over bridge? a simple road/rail crossing (best use
Hornby track as a standard?)? a tunnel mouth?
Editor’s note
How about wagon/lorry loads? containers? a pile of crates/boxes?
I’m pretty sure, Richard, that you are looking for Bob Symes who
was a t.v. presenter who made several programme series about

The possibilities for ‘Penny Projects’ are almost endless.

railway modelling for the BBC. Many of these programmes from the
Whatever the ‘Penny Project’, they should all have the same common factors:-

70s, 80s and 90s are available to watch on line, though I have not

1) They are easy to build

been able to trace the particular layout or programme you are

2) They use A4 cardboard sheets as the primary building material

asking about.

3) Additional materials should be common to most households
4) They require no ‘special tools’

“Robert Alexander Baron Schutzmann von Schutzmansdorff was an

5) They should encourage the builder to experiment with different colour

Austrian-born British inventor and television presenter. He was

schemes (i.e. where ever practical, there should be a plain, uncoloured

known as Bob Symes, and sometimes credited as Robert Symes-

copy of any self-coloured original)

Shutzmann or Bob Symes-Shutzmann”. Source - Wikipedia

6) They should be possible to build at minimal cost
He wrote several books and made a couple of movies (Model
If you can help this project encourage young people to explore the world of

Railways: How to Build a Model Railway, Model Railways: A

railway modelling, to ‘have a go’ at building things for themselves and develop

Lineside Look at Model Railways) which you can follow from the

their skills, please lend your support.

links in red.

It would be great to see the ‘Penny Project’ become a regular feature. Not only

I hope this is of some help to you.

would young people benefit, it would also demonstrate that railway modellers
If any readers have more information that might help Richard,

really can ‘lead by example’.

please contact me and I will forward it. Please help, if you can.
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WHEN THE END OF THE LINE MEANS JUST THAT!

FREE CARD KITS
You can quickly and cheaply ‘populate’ your layout with buildings by using free
card kits. Most of them are relatively easy to assemble. They may not be of the
best quality, but they will help you to plan your scenes and assist with deciding
what buildings you need as you can afford them. They are available in most of
the major scales.

To start you off, try visiting the websites listed below ….. they all have ‘freebies’
and some also have models you can buy and download.

‘www.hall-royd-junction.co.uk'. Select ‘model’ on the toolbar, then scroll down to
‘downloadable building kits’.
‘www.scenerybuilder.com'. Select ‘model building kits’ from left hand tool bar.
‘www.scalescenes.com'. On home page, scroll down to ‘free downloads’ and
select.
‘www.cardmodelsbytony.weebly.com'. All buildings are free.

YES! THEY REALLY EXISTED!

‘www.thortrains.net' then scroll down the choices in the left hand column and
select “free downloadable scale building kits” kits. These are American models,
though some of the shops (sorry, stores) would not look out of place in a British
town setting. The ‘0’ scale kits would need reducing to 63% when printing to
make them compatible with ’00’.

Some of the ‘freebies’ do not cater for ’N’ gauge specifically. This is not a
problem. Simply download the ’00’ kit and reduce to 50% when printing for an
’N’ gauge version.

An internet ‘trawl’ will bring up many more offerings from kit producers who
offer at least one free download sample. Simply Google ‘free download building
kits’.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”

I did say a couple of issues ago that it would be great to see

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

a few more ‘gold stars’ appearing on these pages and, lo and
behold, what happens? Two new contributors!

YO22 5LF
01947 899125

Last month we had part one of Ian Sheldon’s excellent article

“www.themodelcentre.com"

on LED lighting (concluded in this issue) which I, almost
certainly, will be archiving for future reference. Railway
modelling involves the use of so many skills (I could, in all
probability, fill a whole issue of this Newsletter by simply

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

listing them!) that we could not possibly be masters of them
all. Sharing the skills and knowledge that each of us have we

“TRIDENT TRAINS”

can not only help others, we can also learn from each

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

other…. and, by doing so, we all enrich our hobby.

CW5 7LG

This month, as a complete contrast, we have Dave Mann

01270 842400

sharing his home layout (‘Peak Forest in a Cellar’) with us.

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

As I commented at the end of his article, I suspect that he is
in good company with his ‘work in progress’.

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

Most of us have many other commitments in our lives that
demand our time and our hours spent on our hobby are

Newsletter:e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone

07761 122126

limited. Modelling Peak Forest is a large undertaking (I know
the area well, having lived in Buxton for 22 years!) and Dave
is, perhaps, fortunate in having the space for such a

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

project…….and the fact that it has, so far, been a ten year

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

commitment speaks volumes for his continuing interest! That

telephone

07796 457978

it is a ‘work in progress’, however, allows us to see how the

07761 122126
Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

layout is being built and developed……and that is something
you cannot see in a ‘finished’ layout!

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

Do you have a ‘work in progress’ that you could share with

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link

us? It could be a layout, a kit you are building, a scene you

above.

are creating, a building you are modelling…….. Do you have
any ‘handy tips’ that other railway modellers might find

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

helpful, mistakes that you have made that others could

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

avoid? Do you have any thoughts, opinions, observations

Treasurer

Malcolm Fraser

about railway modelling that you could share with us?

Deputy Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Member reps

Colin Moores

Newsletter Editor

What was it I said a couple of issues ago about UGS (Utterly

Tony Hallatt

Gormless Syndrome)? By sharing our knowledge and

Steve Nixon

enjoyment of the hobby, we can beat it……together!

Mike Hebblethwaite
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